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19. The differentialDoppler shift FD of a signal
received on Earth after scattering by a ring
particleis measuredwith respect to the directly
propagatingsignal. Loci of constant FD form
contours of constant Doppler shift in the ring
plane. The Voyager 1 trajectorywas chosen to
alignthese Dopplercontourswithcoordinatesof
constant radius within the ring plane to the
extent possible. An osculating condition between the Dopplercontoursand the azimuthal
ring coordinate was achieved within the area
illuminatedby the spacecraftantenna,so there
is a strongmappingbetweenthe Dopplershiftof
the received signalsand radialringposition(1).
20. Integrationtimes were changedin the course of
the experimentfromabout6 to about3 seconds;
precise values are not availablefor this system.
The standarddeviation of a single smoothed
spectrumis estimatedto be slightlygreaterthan
0.5 dB or 10 percent, which is consistent with
the other parametersof the system.
21. The nominalvalue of the opticaldepthof the B
ring, estimatedfrom previous Earth-basedobservations, is in the range I to 1.5 measured
perpendicularto the ring plane. At Voyager 1
encounterthe obliquityof the ringplanerelative
to the Voyager-Earthline was 6.1?, so that the
effective optical depth along the ray path is
about one order of magnitudegreaterthan the
normal optical depth. Consequently,the estimatedattenuationalong the radiopath is in the
range 40 to 60 dB, assumingthe ring particles
are all large with respect to the microwave
wavelengthsemployed. Processingof the data
recordingsfrom the trackingstation (4) should
permitdetectionand measurementof the direct
signalattenuationin this range.
22. E. A. Marouf,thesis, StanfordUniversity,Stanford, Calif. (1975).
23. Opticaldepth is obtaineddirectlyfrom the reduction in direct signal intensity measuredin
spectra from the real-timemonitoringsystem.
The values given representaveragesover radial
extentsof severalhundredkilometersin the ring
plane.Particlescatteringgainis calculatedfrom
the intensityof the forward-scatteredradiation
relativeto the noise and the known parameters
of the signalpath. This gain is relativeto a slab
of isotropicscatterersof the same opticaldepth.
E. A. Maroufhas calculatedparametriccurves
for the exact forward-scattering
cross section as
a function of optical depth over a range of
monodispersivesize distributions.These curves
are appropriateto the Voyager geometry and
includemultiplescatter.For the monodispersive
case, the optical depth and scattering crosssection yield a uniquesolutionfor particlesize.
Maroufassumeda cloudlikedistributionof particles surroundingthe meanringplane. If future
results indicatethat the particleslie essentially
in a monolayer,the particlesizes mustbe recalculated.
24. Forwardscatteringfrom the outer third of the
Cassinidivisionis approximately6 dB stronger
thanthat from the adjacentinnerportionof the
Cassinidivisionor the A ring. Variationsin the
strength of this feature as the direct ray approachedand then passed throughthe Cassini
division can be mapped to yield the forwardscatteringphase functionof particles.The halfpower width of the scatteringlobe is approximately0.25?at 3.6 cm, implyinga particlesize
for a monodispersivedistributionof about8 m.
25. H. AlfvdnandG. Arrhenius,NASA Spec. Publ.
SP-345(1976).
26. J. N. Cuzzi and J. B. Pollack, Icarus 33, 233
(1978); E. E. Epstein, M. A. Janssen, J. N.
Cuzzi, W. G. Fogarty, J. Mottmann,ibid. 41,
103 (1980). J. N. Cuzzi, J. B. Pollack, A. L.
Summers,manuscript"Saturn'srings: Particle
compositionand size distributionas constrained
by observationsat microwavewavelengthsII,"
RadioInterferometricObservations(1980).
27. H. Jeffreys (28) gives a value for the mass of
Rhea of 3.2 ? 3.8 x 10- Ms, Y. Kozai (29)
gives

9.0 ? 2.6 x 10-6

Ms,

and

W.

I.

McLaughlinand T. D. Talbot [Mon. Not. R.
Astron. Soc. 179, 619 (1977)]give 4.8 ? 0.8 x
10-6 Ms; all are based on orbitalprecessionsin
the Saturnsatellitesystem.J. D. Andersonet al.
(30) give 3.8 ? 1.3 x 10-6 Ms, and G. W. Null

et al. (31)give 4.0 ? 0.9 x 10 Ms, bothfrom
the Pioneer 11 flyby.

28. H. Jeffreys, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 114, 433

(1954).
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32. W. S. Eichelberger [Publ. U.S. Nav. Obs. 6

(1911),appendix2B, p. 1] gives 239.7 ? 4.9 x
10-6

Ms for the mass of Titan from a numerical

integrationof the orbitof Hyperion.H. Jeffreys
(28) gives 241.2 ? 1.8 x 10-6Ms from perturbations on Iapetus;J. D. Andersonet al. (30)
give 237.0 ? 2.7 x 10-6Ms from the Pioneer
flyby;G. W. Null et al. (31)give 238.8 ? 3.0 x
10- Ms froma combinedanalysisof Pioneer11
and satellite dynamics data. P. J. Message
[Trans. Int. Astron. Union 10, 111 (1958)] gives

a high value of 246.22 ? 0.13 x 10- Ms from
perturbationson Hyperion.However, Message
later [in Dynamics of the Solar System, R. L.
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Extreme Ultraviolet Observations from Voyager 1
Encounter with Saturn
Abstract. The global hydrogen Lyman a-, helium (584 angstroms), and molecular
hydrogen band emissions from Saturn are qualitatively similar to those of Jupiter,
but the Saturn observations emphasize that the H2 band excitation mechanism is
closely related to the solar flux. Auroras occur near 80? latitude, suggesting Earth-like
magnetotail activity, quite different from the dominant Io plasma torus mechanism
at Jupiter. No ion emissions have been detected from the magnetosphere of Saturn,
but the rings have a hydrogen atmosphere; atomic hydrogen is also present in a torus
between 8 and 25 Saturn radii. Nitrogen emission excited by particles has been
detected in .the Titan dayglow and bright limb scans. Enhancement of the nitrogen
emission is observed in the region of interaction between Titan's atmosphere and the
corotating plasma in Saturn's plasmasphere. No particle-excited emission has been
detected from the dark atmosphere of Titan. The absorption profile of the atmosphere determined by the solar occultation experiment, combined with constraints
from the dayglow observations and temperature information, indicate that N2 is the
dominant species. A double layer structure has been detected above Titan's limb.
One of the layers may be related to visible layers in the images of Titan.
Saturn's atmosphere. Saturn's upper
atmosphere is qualitatively similar to Jupiter's, consisting mainly of H, H2, and
He above a layer of ultraviolet (UV)absorbing hydrocarbons. These constituents are measured in emission and absorption by the Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) (1).
Hydrogen Lyman a (Ly a) emission
arises from resonance scattering of the
solar line at 1216 A and by particle
excitation. The disk-averaged Ly a
brightness of Saturn measured from
rocket and Earth-orbital experiments
ranges from 0.7 kR (kilorayleigh) (2, 3) to
1.5 kR (4). The Voyager UVS found a
central-disk brightness of 3.3 kR, which
corresponds to a disk-averaged brightness of 1.5 kR if the brightness varies as
a cosine function from center to limb. A
few hundreds of rayleighs of this emission may arise in the H atmosphere of
the rings. The implied H column abundance on Saturn is about 5 x 1016 cm-2,
somewhat less than the abundance of
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I x 1017to 3 x 1017cm-2 at Jupiter (1).
Helium (584 A) emission is scattered
from the strong solar line at that wavelength. The measured central-disk intensity is 2.2 + 0.3 R, but a substantial part
of this may arise in the extended region
out to 25 Saturn radii (Rs).
As at Jupiter, the Lyman and Werner
bands of H2 are also radiated from the
dayside disk. Figure 1 compares spectra
from the central regions of Saturn and
Jupiter taken under similar conditions.
The intensity integrated over the H2 Lyman and Werner bands is about 0.7 kR,
or about 25 percent of the intensity at
Jupiter. This factor of 4 is nearly the
same as the factor of 3.3 reduction in
solar flux from Jupiter to Saturn. The
general structure of the Jupiter and Saturn spectra between 900 and 1700 A is
similar, although there are differences
between 1100 and 1200 A and in the
region near 1570 A (Fig. 1).
Emissions from the dark atmosphere
of Saturn at Ly a (0.35 kR) and He (584
SCIENCE,VOL. 212, 10 APRIL 1981
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A) (0.4 + 0.2 R) were detected from
equatorialand mid-latitudes.The Ly ax
radiation can probably be excited by
resonance scattering of the sky background Ly ax by atmospheric H as at
Jupiter (5), although there may be a
substantialcontributionto the observed
Ly a from the sunlit portion of the ring
atmospherein the field of view. As at
Jupiter, no H2 band emission has been
detected from the nightside, except in
the polar aurora discussed later. The
current upper limit of about 10 R is a
factor of 70 less than the emission on
the dayside.
First efforts to understandthe equatorialH2 bandemission from Jupiterrelied
on H2 excitationby precipitatingmagnetospheric electrons (1, 6). This source
was not entirely satisfactory because it
did not offer an explanationfor the observed day-to-night difference in H2
band intensity, a factor of at least 10.
Several facts now suggest that the H2
bandsfrom Saturnand Jupiterare excited by a source stimulatedby solar radiation: (i) The intensitiesof the H2bandsat
Jupiterand Saturnare in almostthe same
ratio as the solar fluxes. In contrast,
trapped particle populations at the two
planetsdifferby muchmorethan a factor
of 4. (ii) The day-to-nightbrightnessratio

at Saturn is at least 70, a much more
stringentlimit than could be determined
at Jupiter.(iii) The H2 bands are present
at Saturn's equator and mid-latitudes,
whereas no significant direct particle
precipitationinto the atmosphere is expected between the equator and the L
shell of the outeredge of the rings, which
reaches the atmosphereat about 50?latitude. (iv) The H2 band intensity within
the shadow of the rings is less than on
the unshadowedplanet.
On the basis of solar extreme ultraviolet emission rates obtainedin December
1979(7), solarradiationdeposits2 x 10-2
erg cm-2 sec'- in photoelectron energy.
An improbably large efficiency of 65
percent in the conversion of photoelectron energy to H2 band radiationis required if the 1.3 x 102 erg cm-2 sec-i
radiatedin the H2 bands is to be supplied
by the solar flux alone. Therefore an
additionalenergy source is needed.
Aurora.Prior to the Voyager encounter at Saturn, observations made with
the International Ultraviolet Explorer
satellite (3) and the ultraviolet photometer aboardPioneer 11 (8) suggested the
presence of aurorason Saturn, but both
observationswere ambiguous.The UVS
measured clearly defined auroras, consisting of Ly acand H2 Lyman and Wer-

ner band emissions, from the polar regions of both hemispheres. A scan from
mid-latitudes across the south pole
showed auroral emission between 78?S
and 81.5?S at XSLS= 190. Within the
polarcap region no auroralemission was
detected. The intensity in the H2 bands
was 2 to 3 kR. The position of the aurora
correspondsfairly well to the edge of the
polar cap inferred from the Voyager
magneticfield measurements(9).
Duringthe post-encounternorth-south
map (NSM) sequence (10), the average
brightnessof the northernaurorawas 10
to 15 kR in the H2bands and about 10 kR
in Ly a (see Table 1). These values
dependon the measuredapparentbrightness and the fractionof the field filled by
the emission, which was estimatedfrom
the south polar scan. During both preand post-encounter NSM's, the brightness of the aurorachanged by factors of
3 to 4 within 3 hours. In both maps, the
brightest regions were at 0? < XsLs
< 120?,roughlythe longitudeof the preencounter peak in radio emission (11).
For an assumed average brightnessof 5
kR in the H2 bands, and an auroralzone
boundedby 78?and 81.5?latitudein both
hemispheres,about 2 x 1011W must be
deposited in the atmosphereby precipitating electrons.
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Fig. 1. Planetaryspectrashowingemissionat H Ly co,He 584 A, and in the LymanandWerner
bandsof H2 (900to 1130A). The spectralabeledJupiterand Saturnare fromthe centralregion

Fig. 2. Saturnlimbdrift, showingLy a and H2
emission profilesoff the brightlimb and onto
of the disk.TheJupiterspectrumcontainsemissionfromthe plasmatorusin the wavelength the disk of'Saturn.The position of the visible
range670 to 800A. The Saturnspectrumhas been multipliedby 3.3, the ratioof the solarflux at limb was determined from support imaging
Jupiterto that at Saturn.Comparisonwith the Jupiterspectrumshows that the intensityof the frames. The drop in brightnessjust past the
H2 bands approximatelyfollows the solar flux at the two planets. The auroralspectrumis limb correspondsto the shadow of the ring,
enhanced in both H and H2 emissions. The relatively brighterH2 band feature at 1106 A which is shown as the dark band on the
indicatesself-absorptionin a deep H2 column.
planet.
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Table 1. Brightness of selected features in Saturn's spectrum. The data are expressed in
rayleighs.
Location

H Ly ot

He (584 A)

H2 bands

Dayside
Nightside
Aurora

3300*
350*
103to 2 x 104

2.2*
0.4*

700
< 10
2 x 103to 2 x 104

*Mayincludea substantialcontributionfrom the ringatmosphereor magnetosphere.

Drifts across the brightlimb of Saturn
(Fig. 2) show that both Ly ( and H2band
emissions have strong peaks about 800
km above the limb. Self-absorptioncharacteristics of the spectra imply that the
auroralsource is lower in altitude than
the low-latitudeH2 emissions, and this is
consistent with the fact that the H2 band
spectra from the central disk and from
the equatoriallimb are similarin spite of
large path length differences, indicating
optically thin conditions in both cases.
The UVS observed the solar spectrum
as the sun set behind the planet and
measuredextinction by the atmosphere
as a functionof altitudeand wavelength.
Analysis of the transmissionnear 600 A
shows a scale height of 400 + 50 km. If
H2 is the dominant absorber at this
wavelength, the temperature is 850 +
100 K and the concentration of H2 is
1.2 x 108 cm-3 at r = 62,650 km from
Saturn'scenter. The H absorptionregion
near 900 A shows a scale height of
750 ? 100 km, correspondingto a temperatureof 820 ? 100 K, in good agreement with that inferredfrom H2 absorp-

tion. The density of [H] = 1 x 108cm-3
at r = 61,600 km. The occultation occurred at 30? latitude where the visible
limb has a radius of 58,700 km. The
neutral temperature measured in the
equatorial exosphere by the UVS is
thereforevirtuallythe same as the plasma temperature inferred at 79?S (12).
Rings. Resonance-scattered Ly ac

emission was detected from neutralhydrogen gas associated with Saturn's
rings. No other emissions have been
detected in the examined data sets. Upper limitsfor several strongoxygen lines
thatare reasonablecandidatesfor excitation in any electricaldischargetype phenomena(I1) associatedwith the ringsare
O 1 (989 A), 0 II (834 A), 0 III (703, 834
A) < 0.6 R, and O I (1304 A) < 2.6 R.
A scan across the rings (Fig. 3) shows
a highly variable Ly a signal from the
sky backgroundtransmittedby the rings
and a neutralhydrogenringatmosphere.
Contaminationby the sky background
can be avoided by using observationsof
the B ringtaken at grazingaspect so that
the effective optical depth is greaterthan

3 (13, 14). The Ly xoalbedo of the B ring
does not contribute significantly;the B
ring's sunlit and dark sides have almost
identical brightnesses. Thus the Ly at
brightness of 360 R measured under
these conditionsmustbe resonance-scatteredby H atoms between the spacecraft
and the rings.
The limb drift observations show no
Ly a emission (over the level of the sky
backgroundplus torus) far above the
limb of Saturn, so this hydrogenprobably comes from the ring particles. If the
hydrogenis distributedin a torus having
a circularcross section of radius I Rs,
then an H column density of 1 x 1013
cm is requiredfor optically thin conditions. For a uniformlydistributedcloud,
the numberdensity is 600 cm-3 and the
content of the cloud is about 5 x 1033
atoms.
This density is similar to previous
measurements. A density of 400
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was derived by interpretation(15) of a
rocket observation (2). This large
amountof hydrogenis difficultto explain
by proposed source mechanisms (16,
17), suggestingthat it may be necessary
to reexaminethe H loss mechanisms,in
particularthe sticking coefficientsfor H
on H20 ice.
At present the Ly axsignatureof the
rings is difficult to reconcile with the
Pioneer 11 ultravioletphotometerobservations (8). This is probablydue in part
to the differentnatureof the instruments,
the observational techniques, and the
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Fig. 4 (right). The disk-averagedspectrumof Titan's dayglow. A
syntheticLy (xline has been subtractedto show lines at about 1200A andabout
1240A. Manyof the featurescorrespondto electron-excitednitrogen.No other
species have been identifiedbut upper limits have been placed on plausible
extremeultravioletemitters(Table2). Manyof the featureslongwardof 1250A
may be N2 LBH bands.
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viewing geometry provided by the different trajectories.
Titan. Except for the presence of CH4,
little was known of the composition and
depth of Titan's atmosphere before the
Voyager 1 encounter with Saturn. Mod-

els of the formationof Titan (18) led to
the argument by Hunten (19) that the
dominant atmospheric gas may be N2.
The atmospheric evolution models of
Atreya et al. (20) have shown that a thick
atmosphere of N2 can be formed on
Titan by photolysis of the outgassed

NH3. The combined Voyager experiments of radio science (12), infrared
spectroscopy (IRIS) (21), and extreme
ultraviolet spectrometry now indicate
that N2 is indeed the dominant atmosphericgas.

Table 2. Titan data.
Observed
intensity
(R)

Species
N2 (C4 1U+ - X1Eg) (0,0)
and (0,1)
N2 X (800 A to 1020A)
N II (1085 A)
N I (1135 A)
N 1 (1200 A)
N I (1243 A)
H I(1216 A)
Ne I (736 )
AI(1048 A)
H2 (Lymanand Werner)
N2 LBH (1383 A)

Predicted
intensity
(R)

10
12
43
7
5
18
25
500
< 0.15
< 4
< 35
< 10

6.0*
2.5* 14.0t
14.0* 18.0t
3.3* 0.4t

2t + 5? = 7

Density ratios
< 1 x 10-2
< 6 x 10-2
< 0.2

[Ne I]/[N2]
[A I]/[N2]
[H2]/[N2]

R = 4000 km
[N2] = 108 cm-3

*Basedon e + N2 relative to N2 Rydbergbands in optically thin gas (1.5 x 109 W input). te + N I,
te + N2 at 4000 km relativeto N2 Rydberg
opticallythin relative values normalizedto N I (1200 A).
bands.
?e + N2 due to photoelectrons(109W input)at 3600 km. See text.

Titan's dayside airglow spectrum (Fig.

4) is similar to laboratory spectra of
electron-excited N2 (22), with the inclu-

sion of a strong Ly a line. The Ly a line
is the only emission detected so far in the

dark atmosphere. The peaks at 960 A
and980 A correspondto the strongRydberg (c'4

lu+

-

(0,0) and (0,1)

XIg+')

bands. The transitions arising in the

c4

state account for about 60 percent of all
extreme ultraviolet N2 band emission
under optically thin conditions (23). The

relativeintensitiesof the bands suggest a
column density of about 1015cm-2 (24).

The limb spectrum,not shown here, has
the appearance of an optically thick
source.
The predicted and measured relative
intensities shown in Table 2 suggest that
the excitation of N I and N II multiplets
is dominatedby the e + N2 process (2527) ratherthan e + N. The peak in the

The brightlimb scans (Fig. 5) show that
the N2 band emission occurs at 3600 km
fromplanetcenter on the side facing into
the corotating magnetosphericplasma.
The occultation experiment discussed
below indicates a vertical abundanceof
5 x 1016cm-2 above 3600 km. This suggests that the limb-brightenedpeak in N2
emission is about 400 km lower than
the source of the spectrum in Fig. 4.

spectrum at an apparent location of 1075
A is interpreted as the N II (1085 A) line,
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sky backgroundand the H torus. The Ly a peak at 3900km above the centerof the planetis attributedto H in Titan'satmosphere.The emission
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Fig. 6. Transmissionplottedagainstaltitudefor several wavelengthsduringthe occultationof
the sun by Titan. A change in the gain of the electron multiplierat the discontinuityat 3350 km greatly extended the altitude range of the
observation.Absorptionat 595 A is attributedto N2. The featuresmarkedby arrowsin the top panelindicatea two-layerstructureas discussed in
the text. A changein transmissionrate of the spacecraftdata caused the datadropoutsat 4000 km and 4250 km. The periodicstructurebetween
the dropoutsin the 1372-Acurve is an artifactof the data reductionprocedureand the reducedtime resolution.
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which cannot be efficiently excited by
photoelectrons. The intensity of the N2
dayglow is about 40 R which, on the
basis of electron excitation and an ionization efficiency of 2.8 x 10-2 ion pairs
per electron volt, implies an energy deposition rate of -- 2 x 109 W.
The nitrogen excitation depends on
solar radiation at least as a catalyst,
because particle excitation is not measurable in the dark atmosphere. Since
the depth of the N2 Rydberg band emission source is too low at the bright limb,
and too high on the subsolar side, to be
accounted for by photoelectrons alone,
we require the introduction of additional
processes. This interpretation suggests
current sheet excitation resulting from
the interaction of Saturn's magnetosphere with the ionosphere, leading to
the production of > 0.1 keV electrons at
high altitudes.
The aeronomical consequences of the
observed N2 emission are important beyond the fact that N2 is present in Titan's
atmosphere. Electron impact on N2
leads to dissociation of N2 into fragments
composed of N(2D) + N(4S) (28, 29),
and N + + N. About 40 percent of these
N atoms produced in the exosphere will
escape (30). Nearly all the remaining N2
fragments react with hydrocarbons to
produce HCN which accumulates in the
thermal inversion layer in concentrations
(30) observable by the Voyager IRIS
experiment (21).
Figure 5 shows the altitude profile of
the Ly a emission. The decline in intensity toward the limb from the peak is due
to absorption of the sky background by
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the atmosphere. The Ly xo intensity is
about 0.5 kR on the dayside and about
0.3 kR on the nightside. A preliminary
analysis of these data indicates an atomic
hydrogen density of - 4 x 104 cm-3 at
4000 km, compared to 108 cm-3 for N2.
An upper limit on the intensity of H2
Lyman and Werner bands leads to an
estimate [H2]/[N2] < 0.2 (Table 2) at
4000 km. Using a measured cross section
(31) for A I (1048 A) and a theoretical
estimate (32) for Ne I (736 A) of 3.9 x
10-17cm-2 and 1.0 x 10-17cm -2, respectively, we obtain the upper limits [A I1/
[N2] < 6 x 10-2 and [Ne I]/[N2] < 1 x
10-2. The emission features longward of
1250 A show a rough correspondence to
the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) bands
of N2.
Both entrance and exit solar occultations by Titan's atmosphere were observed. In Fig. 6, transmission is plotted
against altitude at several wavelengths
from the entrance occultation experiment. The 595-A curve indicates a scale
height of 80 + 10 km. If one considers
N2 to be the major absorber, one obtains
a temperature of 165 + 20 K at r = 3840
km from Titan's
where
center,
[N2] = 2.9 x 108 cm-3. Channels near
Ly a probe deeper in the atmosphere,
where the scale height is about 72 km. If
absorption near Ly a is due primarily to
CH4, then [CH4] = 4.8 x 108 cm-3 at
r = 3600 km, and the temperature is 170
K, assuming a mixed atmosphere at this
level.
Extrapolation of the N2 density measured at 3840 km down to 3600 km yields
a pressure of 1.7 x 10-7 mbar.

The transmission curve shown in the
top panel of Fig. 6 shows evidence for
layers at about 3335 and 2965 km from
the center of Titan. The thickness of
each of the layers is 70 + 20 km. The
lower layer is located near one of the
"haze layers" in the visible images, but
no visible feature corresponding to the
upper layer has been identified (33).
The absence of a signature from the
upper layer in the 1372-A curve of Fig. 6,
taken with the strong signature at 1540 to
1630 A, constrains the composition of
the layer. It seems unlikely that absorption or scattering by dust or aerosols
would vary so strongly with wavelength.
A search for a molecular constituent
having the proper absorption characteristics is in progress.
The hydrogen torus. The concept of a
cloud of neutral hydrogen surrounding
Saturn near the orbit of Titan was first
proposed by McDonough and Brice in
1973 (34). Hydrogen atoms and molecules, the eventual product of photolysis
of methane in Titan's atmosphere, can
easily escape from Titan because of the
weak gravitational field of the satellite.
This gas, bound by Saturn's gravity,
forms a torus-like cloud centered on Saturn. Neutral hydrogen in Saturn's system has been detected or suggested (2, 4,
8), but little information about its distribution has been available until the Voyager flyby.
Figure 7 shows the Ly a intensity
profile measured by the UVS. These
data were accumulated over 14 days,
nearly one orbital period of Titan. The
absence of peaks near the elongation
points of Titan's orbit means that the
hydrogen must be distributed widely in
the system, not confined closely to the
orbit. The solid curve in Fig. 7 shows the
profile that would result from a cloud of
uniform density encircling Saturn between 8 and 25 Rs, near the equatorial
plane. Most of the hydrogen is confined
to within 6 Rs, and possibly closer, to the
equatorial plane. If the cloud height is
greater than 6 Rs (3 Rs above and below
the plane), the UVS slit is filled and the
hydrogen density is 10 cm-3 based on the
model path length, the peak brightness of
about 100 R, and the assumption of an
optically thin medium. A height of 6 Rs
implies a cloud volume of 2 x 1033 cm.
The content would then be 2 x 1034 H
atoms, nearly the same as the model
results of Smyth (35). If the lifetime of a
neutral H atom is 107 seconds (8) then
the required supply rate is 2 x 1027atoms per second. If the hydrogen comes
from Titan, a source of 2 x 109 atoms
cm-2 sec-I at a radius of 3000 km is
required.
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Photolysis of the CH4 observed in
Titan's atmosphere should give a predictablesource of H2; this was estimated
by Hunten (19) from the photochemical
results of Strobel (36). It is 9 x 109cm-2
sec1-,referredto a radiusof approximately 3000 km. The total escape rate is
thereforeE(H2) = 3.4 x 1027sec-.
The source of the H actuallyobserved
in the torus is probablyless than the H2
source. Strobel (36) included an "ionospheric source" of 108 H atoms cm-2
sec-1, most of which probablywould escape. The model predicts an escape rate
of 6 x 108 cm-2 sec-l from methane
photolysis. We should also examine the
ionospheric source. At the subsolar
point, N2+ is presumably being produced at a column rate of 4 x 108cm-2
sec-1. It reacts with H2 by
N2+

H2 -N2HH

N2H" + e-

+H

N2 + H

(1)

(2)

to producetwo H atoms for each N2+.
Most of the H atoms will escape thermally. The globallyaveragedescape rate
is - 1.4 x 1027sec-1 for the ionospheric
and methanesources (37), just the quantity requiredby the torus. AdditionalH
atoms may be supplied from ionization
of H2 in the torus region followed by
H2

+ H2-- H3+ + H

(3)

and subsequent dissociative recombination of H3+.
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MagneticField Studies by Voyager 1: Preliminary
Results at Saturn
Abstract. Magnetic field studies by Voyager I have confirmed and refined certain
general features of the Saturnian magnetosphere and planetary magnetic field
established by Pioneer 11 in 1979. The main field of Saturn is well represented by a
dipole of moment 0.21 + 0.005 gauss-Rs3 (where 1 Saturn radius, Rs, is 60,330
kilometers), tilted 0.7? ? 0.35? from the rotation axis and located within 0.02 Rs of
the center of the planet. The radius of the magnetopause at the subsolar point was
observed to be 23 Rs on the average, rather than 17 Rs. Voyager I discovered a
magnetic tail of Saturn with a diameter of approximately 80 Rs. This tail extends
away from the Sun and is similar to type II comet tails and the terrestrial and Jovian
magnetic tails. Data from the very close flyby at Titan (located within the Saturnian
magnetosphere) at a local time of 1330, showed an absence of any substantial
intrinsic satellite magnetic field. However, the results did indicate a very well
developed, induced magnetosphere with a bipolar magnetic tail. The upper limit to
any possible internal satellite magnetic moment is 5 x 1021 gauss-cubic centimeter,
equivalent to a 30-nanotesla equatorial surface field.

The Voyager I magnetic field instrumentationsystem (1) operated normally
throughoutthe Saturn encounter. This
report describes preliminaryresults of
data obtained from the multiple range,
dual low-field triaxial fluxgate magnetometers mounted on the 13-m boom.
For this study, vector measurementsat
60-msec intervals were averaged over
1.92, 9.6, and 48 seconds, 16 minutes,
and 1 hour. The ranges of the sensors
were changed automatically by an onboard system so that the maximumsensitivityof + 0.0044 nanotesla(nT), while
in the lowest range of + 8.8 nT, decreased to + 0.513 nT in the ? 2100 nT
range near closest approach.

The maximum field measured was
1093 nT, at 0 = - 40.3? latitude and

() = 184.4?longitude, just before closest-approach of 3.07 Rs (1 Rs = 60,330

km). It was somewhat larger than the
value of 1010nT expected on the basis of
planetarymagnetic field models derived
fromPioneer 11 results (2, 3). The axis of
the magnetic dipole representing the
main field of Saturn is almost aligned
with the rotationaxis (2, 3). Thus, Voyager 1 crossed the magnetic equatorial
plane only once within20 Rs, the orbitof
Titan, as the spacecraftleft the Saturnian
magnetosphereat a local time of 0400
and a latitude of 20?to 25?.
One of the most exciting phases of the
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